HKDA COUNCIL’S ANNOUNCEMENTS

(1) Membership

Ordinary Members
We would like to warmly welcome the following Ordinary Members who newly joined the Association:

Dr CHAN Hau Wan Adrienne  陳巧雲醫生
Dr LEE Wai Chung Herman  李維中醫生
Dr LIN Yifan  林倚帆醫生

Student Members
Besides, may we also welcome our Student Members as listed below.

CHAN Chi Yan  陳致殷
CHAN Cheryl Chiu Wing  陳昭穎
CHAN Kin Wah  陳建華
CHAN Yin Cheung Vincent  陳彥瑋
CHAN Yu Tung  陳宇瞳
CHENG Shu Ting  鄭舒婷
CHENG Wai Chi Winnie  鄭蔚慈
CHEUNG Yi Lok Elok  張依諾
CHIU Pui Ching Rainbow  趙沛晴
CHOW Kar Yee Jenny  周嘉宜
FAN Hei Nok Jocelyn  范希諾
HO Kwun Yin  何冠彥
HO Lik Kwan  何力鈞
HUNG Yuen Man  洪婉雯
KUNG Choi Ka  龔采葭
KWAN Devin Chun Yue  關隽儒
LAI Ka Fai  賴嘉徽
LAM Kwong Chuen  林廣泉
LAM Wei Ming Davina  林慧明
LAU Chi Yan  劉智仁
LAU Tsoi Yan  劉采欣
LEE Catherine Ka Wing  李嘉穎
LEE Oi Yan Sera  李詠欣
LEUNG Tsun Sun  梁浚鈞
LEUNG Wing Tung  梁詠彤
LI Ching Ki  李靜琪
LIN Yee Shan  連綺珊
MAN Chin Wing Vanessa  文芊詠
NG Wing Yau  伍穎柔
SO Natalie Si Wing  戴柏全
TAI Pak Chuen Patrick  鄧嘉晞
TANG Ka Hei  謝劍榮
TSE Kim Wing  黃希晴
WONG Hey Ching  黃健
WONG Kin  黃健
WONG Siu Hin  黃兆軒
WONG Sz Ching  黃偲晴
WONG Yan Ting  黃欣婷
WONG Yuk Ting Mildred  黃鈺婷
YUEN Chee Yiu Matthew  袁梓耀
YUEN Ki Hin  袁麒軒
YUEN Kin Hong  袁健康
ZHAN William  詹連威
(2) Voting Result of the EGM 2019

As announced in our flyer dated 23 May 2019, the special resolution for adoption of the draft amended Memorandum and Articles of Association of Hong Kong Dental Association Ltd (HKDA) was passed at the Extraordinary General Meeting on 21 May 2019. Among the total 408 valid votes, 394 members voted for and 14 members voted against.

The Scrutineers’ Certificate, issued by Computershare Hong Kong Investor Services Limited, our appointed independent scrutineers, has already been posted on the Members’ area of HKDA website on 22 May 2019 for members’ viewing. Please note that the Companies Registry had already finished processing the documents we filed. On that note, the new Articles are now effective. On behalf of the Council, we express our heartfelt gratitude towards members’ support by joining hands to make this historical achievement possible!

(3) Hong Kong International Dental Expo And Symposium 2019 (HKIDEAS 2019)

We are honored that Prof Sophia Chan, JP, Secretary for Food and Health, has accepted to be our Guest of Honor to officiate at the Opening Ceremony on 2 August of HKIDEAS 2019.

HKDA members who renew their HKDA membership and register for the participation category of ‘Dentist’ for HKIDEAS 2019 with payment before 15 July 2019 will be entitled to 2 cash coupons (valued at HK$500 each, totaling HK$1,000) for making purchase at the exhibition of the HKIDEAS 2019.

(4) The 16th IAVE Asia Pacific Regional Volunteer Conference, Bangkok, Thailand

The 16th International Association for Volunteer Effort (IAVE) Asia Pacific Regional Volunteer Conference will take place in Bangkok from 10 to 15 November 2019. Agency for Volunteer Service (AVS) is organizing a youth delegation and invite HKDA to nominate youth aged 16 to 30 with at least 3 years’ active engagement in volunteer service to participate in this Conference. In advocating volunteering service, HKDA Council has decided to render support for the move by sponsoring the enrolment fee of HK$2,000 to each HKDA nominees (maximum quota: 3 nominees) being successfully selected by AVS as the young delegates. Details are announced in our flyer dated 19 June 2019 to members, with application deadline of 29 July 2019.